1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

The advent of smart devices has brought about an age which allows for a great amount of personal control and an unprecedented enhancement of lifestyle based on behaviorally predictive and intuitive technology. Although still in an infant stage, this is beginning to include the environments we live in with a greater amount of controls that allow us to dictate on a personal level the preferences of our surroundings. There is yet another level of interactivity yet to be achieved, and that utilizing sensory and neural based biometrics to interact with a responsive environment capable of learning and adapting to the intrinsic needs and commands of the environment’s user.

At this time there is a number of different commercially available EEG headsets which allow us to with an acceptable degree of accuracy develop an explorative interactive interface between the environment and our own neural activity. When this interactive neural technology is combined with a programmable environment, a fascinating relationship is developed where we can begin to create spaces which can be controlled not only on a cognitive level, but also can begin to learn our desires, needs and personalities on a far deeper level than behavioral based technology alone.

The goal of this discussion is to present a number of probing experiments conducted by an architectural designer which begin an exploration of this dynamic relationship between the brain and the environment. From the level of environmental cognitive controls to environmental learning based on the brain’s electrical activity, these explorations delve into investigating and studying the opportunities and advantages provided by creating a more neural-focused design and responsiveness. The experiments include studies done both in academia at the graduate level (Illustrated) and further pursuits continuing to enhance an understanding of how with the technology available to us today we can already begin having the discussion of bio-responsive design.
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